Abstract-A fast search algorithm capable of operating in multi-dimensional spaces is introduced. As a sample application, we demonstrate its utility in the 2 and 3 maximum-likelihood position-estimation problem that arises in the processing of PMT signals to derive interaction locations in compact gamma cameras. We demonstrate that the algorithm can be parallelized in pipelines, and thereby efficiently implemented in specialized hardware, such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
I. INTRODUCTION
A variety of inference tasksand position estimation, energy estimation, fluence estimation, spectral distributions, etc.-occur in science and engineering fields where data must be inverted to derive parameters of a physical model. Maximum-likelihood methods offer an attractive approach to solving inverse problems when the statistics of the forward problem are at least approximately known. ML estimation methods possess several desirable properties [1] , [2] . They include:
• efficient if an efficient estimator exists, • asymptotically efficient, • asymptotically unbiased, • independent of prior information.
The maximum-likelihood method can generally be formulated as a search over a parameter space, where is a vector of parameters, is a vector of observations (data), is the likelihood, and is a vector of estimated model parameters. In some instances, the maximum-likelihood estimate may be solved directly. For example, in the case of independent, normally-distributed noise, the maximum-likelihood method is equivalent to a least-squares solution. The general method can be summarized in the form of a question: given a set of observations , what is the set of parameters that has the highest probability of generating the observed data?
The need to search multidimensional spaces (each parameter to be estimated adds one dimension) for extrema represents a fundamental research problem. Many techniques have been developed to address this problem, including conjugate gradient methods [3] and a host of others [4] . We have developed a new algorithm that falls in the class of variable-mesh, derivative-free optimization (DFO) algorithms [5] - [7] . More specifically, within this class, the algorithm belongs to a group of contracting-grid search methods [8] , [9] , that generalizes to ML-estimation problems in N-dimensional spaces. Finally, while this work examines a particular ML-estimation problem, the algorithm would work equally well for other problems requiring optimization of a utility function, most notably maximum a priori (MAP) estimation.
II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The algorithm allows identification of a function maximum (or minimum) in a fixed number of iterations that depends on the desired precision. If the function does not have local maxima (or minima), the search algorithm's computational efficiency increases dramatically. The algorithm will be described for a general N-dimensional problem and has been successfully implemented in a 7-D estimation problem [10] . The algorithm will be illustrated in detail for a specific application: position estimation in a modular scintillation camera. Incidence rates of 25000 photons-per-second or less are typical of acquisitions for this applications, although this number may vary greatly depending on the sensitivity and geometry of the camera system. This section will describe implementation of the algorithm to the searching of an N-dimensional space (i.e., an vector of parameters ). For each parameter , we describe its physically reasonable domain with discrete samples such that the distance between any two adjacent samples is smaller than or equal to the desired precision of the estimate, i.e., . is the initial number of regions used to cover the parameter space (i.e., the grid dimension). 1 2) Pre-compute all terms in the likelihood that depend only on calibration data or prior knowledge, and scale appropriately to permit use of integer arithmetic. 3) for to where the function ceil rounds to the nearest, larger integer, a) Compute the function at the test locations. The number of test locations for the first iteration will be . As the iteration number increases, the algorithm will converge in some domains and the number of computations (i.e., test locations) will decrease. In practice, we have found that it's advantageous to delay converging on parameters that will require fewer steps until that number of steps remains in the global search. b) Select the location that returns the highest/lowest likelihood. This location will serve as the center of the next region of interest. c) For each parameter space that has not yet converged, decrease the test location grid spacing by a factor of 2 (other contraction rates may be used, but a factor-2 rate is convenient as it corresponds to a 1-bit shift in hardware implementations). 4) Evaluate the function at the remaining locations where the remaining locations are those grid points surrounding the maximum likelihood location of the final iteration in Step 3, given a step size of 1 grid point. The highest/lowest value of these remaining points represents the maximum/minimum of the function over the space of interest. One nice feature of the algorithm is that the number of computations in a given iteration scale with the grid spacing dimension and not with the parameter dimension . Also, prior knowledge of the behavior of the likelihood function within the multi-dimensional parameter space may be easily incorporated to tailor the search for optimum efficiency. For example, a broad grid spacing may be used for slowly varying, smooth likelihood functions. For more textured likelihood functions perhaps even with local maxima/minima, a built-in error tolerance (achieved by allowing successive grids to overlap into regions of the previous grid) combined with a fine grid spacing enables successful use of the algorithm. Another desirable feature of the algorithm is that a final solution is achieved in a known number of iterations. This feature is attractive for hardware implementation. The ease of implementation of the algorithm and ability to extend to multiple dimensions makes it an attractive option for a variety of applications, including and position estimation for nuclear-medicine cameras, estimation of pulse amplitude and timing of the detection of scintillation pulses, and wavefront sensing.
III. APPLICATION TO POSITION ESTIMATION
The algorithm was first developed for performing position estimation in modular scintillation cameras [11] , [12] . This 1 The pad size is chosen to prohibit the evaluation of points outside of a defined likelihood region during the iterative search. The value presented assumes a uniform grid-spacing across iteration for a given dimension. Note that in the case where P is less than or equal to 3, no padding is required. section will provide some background about modular cameras and their corresponding data-acquisition architecture, a thorough description of the algorithm's application to the position estimation problem, and comparison to other methods.
A. Modular Gamma Cameras
The basic components of an Anger camera include a scintillation crystal, light guide (or optical window), and array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The modular camera used in this study employs a 117 mm square, 5 mm thick thallium-doped sodium iodide crystal. This crystal is separated from a 3 3 array of 38.1 mm diameter PMTs by a 8 mm light guide. A thin plate of aluminum shields the crystal, serving as an entrance window. A white near-Lambertian reflector, separates the aluminum entrance window from the front crystal face. The diffuse rear crystal face is coupled to the light guide using optical-grade room temperature vulcanization (RTV) silicone. Black absorbing epoxy is used to hermetically seal the scintillation crystal and optical window. Index-matching RTV couples the light guide to the PMTs, each of which is wrapped in a CO-NETIC shield. Each PMT contains 10 dynode stages and operates at a voltage bias of 800 V. A schematic and photo of a modular gamma camera are shown in Fig. 1 .
The basic operation of a gamma camera begins with the interaction of a gamma ray within a scintillation crystal. This interaction produces a burst of visible-light photons which disperse through the light guide to be spread over the array of PMTs. The PMTs convert the photons to a number of primary electrons that are then amplified by the successive dynode stages until a final current pulse is collected and processed by front-end electronics. The processing includes the analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion of the electrical signals. Back-end buffers accumulate lists of events during acquisition. In our systems, this process serves to convert ensembles of incident gamma rays into lists of nine 12-bit digital numbers and is known as super list-mode data acquisition.
The list-mode data is used with carefully acquired calibration data to determine the location of each gamma ray's point of incidence on the camera face in a process known as position estimation. By performing position estimation on a collection of gamma rays, and binning each gamma ray into its location on the camera face into a histogram, a projection image is generated.
Performing the task of position estimation with maximum-likelihood methods requires knowledge of the probability of the data, given the parameters to estimate-namely, and position. For example, a probability function of the form where is the vector of PMT outputs for event (assuming a camera with PMTs) is required for the estimation problem. The output signal at each PMT anode is proportional to the number of primary photoelectrons produced at the PMT photocathode. The generation of these primary photoelectrons approximately obeys Poisson statistics [1] , and the signals in different PMTs are independent. Thus, the probability of generating a particular list-mode data vector from an event at a particular location may be written in terms of the mean signals in each PMT resulting from events at that location. This scaled Poisson model may be expressed as, (2) where is the mean PMT output (assuming zero-mean fluctuations around PMT gain) for the th PMT at a given location on the camera face and is the PMT output of the th PMT for the event in question. The term is a 9-element vector composed of the .
B. Maximum-Likelihood Position Estimation
The log-likelihood expression (found by taking the natural log of (2)) is given by
The computationally intensive task in ML position estimation is finding the that maximizes the log-likelihood . This ML estimation process must be repeated for every event acquired.
C. Mean Detector Response Function
Likelihoods based on Poisson statistics are characterized by a single parameter, the mean signal. Hence, measurement of the mean detector response function (MDRF) is the only calibration procedure necessary to employ ML position estimation Fig. 2 . Example of a typical mean file generated by an MDRF. Each pixel of each of the nine images represents the response of a given PMT to a point source centered over that location on the camera face. [13] . The MDRF matrix contains the mean PMT outputs, represented by in (3), for a collection of points on the camera face. The process of collecting the MDRF involves stepping a collimated source in a uniform grid over the camera face. The grid locations will define the camera pixels in the projection images, although it is generally possible to collect a sparse grid and interpolate intermediate locations. A typical MDRF for a 3 3 PMT modular camera consists of a 79 79 grid covering the camera face in 1.5 mm steps. At each point on the grid, the nine PMT output means are generated by applying a filtering window to eliminate scattered events. A representative mean data set is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Each of the 79 79 pixels in one of the nine images in Fig. 2 represents the mean response of a particular PMT to a collimated source at that location on the camera face. Post-process smoothing and interpolation procedures are also typically applied to MDRF data.
D. Application of Contracting-Grid Search
The log-likelihood function, given in (3), evaluated with a single event's nine PMT values, will produce a likelihood map of dimension , where is the MDRF dimension (e.g. ). An example likelihood map is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The likelihood map representing the camera face has been padded with a border of zero event probability, allowing the search algorithm to be implemented without conditionals (i.e., "if" statements that force the selection of a point on the camera face). A more peaked rendering of the same likelihood map has been generated for illustrative purposes in Fig. 3(b) . The goal is to determine which pixel value has the largest likelihood.
The key to the search algorithm lies in computing only a fraction of the likelihood values shown on the likelihood map [14] . We begin by defining a grid of sixteen evenly-spaced test points on the zero-padded likelihood map as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The likelihood is computed at these sixteen points. The maximum is found and a new grid is defined centered on that maximum value. The separation of the points in a new grid is half that of the previous grid, although the contraction rate can be made slower for estimation problems with more complicated likelihood maps. This process is repeated for the fixed number of iterations required to make the grid spacing match the pixel spacing.
The gradual homing in on the maximum-likelihood value and use of overlapping coordinate locations from iteration to iteration mean that the algorithm has a built-in error tolerance. For example, if the maximum-likelihood location selected from the initial sixteen coordinate locations is far from the true value (due to local features in the likelihood map), the algorithm allows the coordinate locations to migrate toward the true peak value over the course of its operation.
The pixels in the "zero-padded" region are actually assigned likelihoods beyond the range of possible values defined by the outputs of the system A/D converters, ensuring that the algorithm will never attempt to place the event in one of these virtual pixels. The motivation for the zero-padding is algorithm speed. By zero-padding, we are able to avoid conditional statements when determining each set of coordinate locations to test. Conditional statements slow software, prevent pipelining and parallel processing, and are difficult or impossible to implement in hardware. Employing a factor of two grid reduction method enables the use of simple pointer arithmetic with additions (and subtractions) to assign coordinate locations relative to the new grid center. This method for determining coordinate locations is viable and fast in both software and hardware. Fig. 4(b) demonstrates the necessity of the zero-padding to allow the division-of-two grid reduction for test locations near the edge of the camera face. Fig. 4 illustrates the substantial reduction in computation provided by the search algorithm. An exhaustive search would require computations whereas the grid search requires only computations, several of which are zero multiplications.
E. Likelihood Windowing
Several techniques exist for determining whether a given set of PMT outputs resulted from a scattered photon or an unscattered photon. Three such techniques include energy windowing, likelihood windowing, and Bayesian windowing [15] , [16] . Energy windowing and Bayesian windowing rely on separate computation of an energy estimate for the incident photon. We will not discuss those two methods of filtering. Scattered events constitute noise in the data collected by a gamma camera. Likelihood windowing provides a natural method by which to eliminate scatter events when performing maximum-likelihood position estimation. In likelihood windowing, after the ML estimate of incidence location for an event has been calculated, the event's likelihood value is compared to a likelihood threshold. If the likelihood for the event exceeds the threshold, the event is retained and added to the image [17] .
Likelihood thresholds are calculated using the list-mode MDRF calibration data. After generating a mean file, position estimation is performed on the MDRF data as if it were an acquired image. The likelihood values for all events binned into a given pixel are then sorted. A pixel's likelihood threshold is determined as the likelihood value in that pixel that achieves a desired event-acceptance rate. For example, with a 5000 event MDRF and a desired event-acceptance rate of 60%, the 3000th largest likelihood value in each pixel would be set as its likelihood threshold.
There are penalties associated with likelihood windowing, including the loss of counts as with any filtering procedure. However, since likelihoods have already been computed for the position estimation, there is minimal extra cost in computing time. 
F. Comparison to Other Methods
Several alternative search methods exist for performing ML position estimation with conventional multipurpose CPU processing. This section will briefly address several of these methods, including exhaustive search, subset search, nested search, directed search, and lookup tables.
The performances of the contracting-grid search algorithm, directed search, and LUT with directed search methods were compared in terms of speed and the percentage correct with respect to the gold standard (exhaustive search). Flood data comprising two million events was used and computations were performed on a 2.0GHz processor (AMD Athlon MP 2400+) with 1.0GB of memory. In this performance comparison, a parameter space of 79 79 was used. A performance summary for the different methods is shown in Table I . Percentage correct was calculated using both all possible events (no windowing of any kind) and also events accepted by both methods in question with likelihood windowing. For the parameters used in this study, the contracting-grid search method performed best in terms of percentage correct but was the slowest algorithm. However, this rank-ordering in terms of speed may change for detectors with more pixels because techniques like directed search and LUT become cumbersome with increases in pixel number or dimension. For example, the number of possible combinations of PMT signals in the cameras described above is . This number is so large that the use of lookup tables for these cameras is unfeasible, even with the use of data compression techniques. In the case of directed search algorithms, increased pixel number can result in a convergence time increasingly dependent on the initial evaluation position. The contracting-grid search algorithm requires only one more iteration (evaluation of 16 likelihood locations) for each factor 4 increase in detector area.
One final but significant shortcoming of all of the alternative methods is the difficulty of implementing them in hardware. True real-time position estimates need to be a part of the data-acquisition electronics. The ability to implement this algorithm in hardware represents one of its greatest strengths.
IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Imaging in Software
A need for real-time projection data motivated the development of this new algorithm. However, full hardware implementation represents a long-term goal. As a short-term solution and first Fig. 6 . A flow chart outlining the pipeline structure to be used for implementing the position estimation algorithm into hardware. The pipeline structure allows for position estimation to be performed simultaneously on several events despite the time constraints imposed by the necessary memory reads.
step towards final hardware implementation, the algorithm has been successfully incorporated into the Center for Gamma-Ray Imaging's (CGRI's) current LabView data-acquisition software. On a standard CPU, the algorithm is computationally slower than some other methods, but algorithm speed is sufficient to allow the software to perform position estimation on a significant fraction of the incoming data, presenting the user with regularly-refreshed projection images of the object's radiotracer source distribution. Further, upon collection of final data sets, the software presents the user with corresponding projection images within seconds of acquisition. The latest version of the software includes likelihood-windowing capability. Likelihood windowing slows the software slightly, but is qualitatively invaluable, particularly for low-count imaging applications. These tools have proven indispensable to the successful collection of data for real biomedical studies on the FastSPECT II system [18] .
B. Hardware Implementation in FPGAs
The search algorithm has been carefully tailored to allow it to be built into hardware-an attribute lacking in the other ML position-estimation techniques described above. The goal of the hardware implementation of the position-estimation algorithm is to append position estimation data to raw data packets as they are transmitted to the back-end electronics.
In order to achieve high performance, a pipeline structure is employed. The pipeline works similarly to a shift register. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , by staggering the clock values on which memory reads are performed, six sets of sixteen position estimates each may be computed simultaneously with five intermediate and one final position estimate returned for each of the six stages with every clock cycle (there is a short lag upon the initial arrival of events as the first event works its way through the pipeline).
The first device chosen for trial hardware implementation of the contracting-grid search algorithm was an Orca Series 3 OR3T125B352 field-programmable system chip (FPSC). The chip is mounted on a board that contains several other components, including two static memories (SRAMs), a 33 MHz oscillator, general purpose LEDs, dual-inline-package (DIP) switches, and various probe and card connectors. The FPSC was programmed using VHDL via the Leonardo Spectrum software in the MentorGraphics suite of tools. Orca Foundry software was used for mapping and place-and-route. After writing the subsequent bitmap onto the chip, LabView software was used for testing.
The ORCA 3 chip used for programming was not large enough for full implementation of the algorithm with all six iterative steps. However, two VHDL designs were synthesized as proof-of-principle demonstrations that the algorithm is implementable in hardware. The first design computes a full log-likelihood, including log-factorial terms, for a 9-PMT modular camera. The second design computes two likelihoods in parallel.
C. ML Position Estimation on a PLAYSTATION 3 Console
The Sony PLAYSTATION 3 (PS 3) console includes the Cell/BE processor, a powerful yet inexpensive processing unit that has been widely applied for scientific computation [19] - [26] . The Cell processor consists of a power processing element (PPE) and eight synergistic processing elements (SPEs). The PPE is used for general-purpose operations and to launch threads on the SPEs. Each SPE contains a synergistic processing unit (SPU), 256 KB of fast, on-chip memory (local store) and the logic to implement direct memory access (DMA) data transfers between main memory and local stores. Of the eight SPEs present in the Cell of the Sony PS 3, only six are available for external programming.
The ML position estimation algorithm was successfully implemented using the following approach. Original event data are divided into six partitions, one partition for each PPE. Each PPE acquires its designated data partition and a portion of the necessary calibration data via DMA transfer. Because of the 256 KB size limit of the local store, only subsections of the calibration data may be stored at one time. A compromise between performance, memory constraints, and programming complexity is achieved by locally storing calibration data for each of the first three iterations of the algorithm. Calibration data for the remaining iterations are fetched as needed. Because objects tend to be centered in the object space field of view (FOV), calibration data for pixels near the detector center are used more often than data for pixels near the detector edge. Therefore, local store memory space was allocated across the SPEs for storage of calibration data corresponding to a 44 44 region in the detector center. This local storage method allows SPE-to-SPE DMA transfers for retrieval of the more frequently used detector center calibration data. Calibration data outside of the central 44 44 region are stored in main memory and accessed via memory-to-SPE DMA transfers. The intermediate values needed to implement the maximum search described by (1) are computed using vector floating point operations.
The Cell implementation was compared to an implementation written for a conventional cluster machine. The cluster machine code can process approximately 108,000 events per second when run on an AMD Opteron Processor 270 (2 GHz clock frequency, 1 MB cache size). The Cell code was compiled using the IBM XL C/C++ compiler, version 9.0 and can process approximately 1,012,000 events per second on a PS 3.
D. ML Position Estimation on a GPU Supercomputer
The contracting-grid algorithm is extendable to multiple dimensions and was previously implemented for a ML search task [28] . The algorithm was run on a graphics processing unit (GPU) supercomputer equipped with four NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2 graphics cards. The system configuration closely resembles the one developed at the Vision Lab, University of Antwerp, Belgium.
Because of its high performance and mass production, GPU hardware is revolutionizing scientific computing. A desktop machine capable of approximately 4 TFLOPS can be assembled at a total cost not exceeding $3000. Consequently, many research projects now use GPU hardware [29] - [34] . The computational model is based on fine-grain threads, which share resources and cooperate with each other to carry out a complex task. An extension of the C/C++ programming language called CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) allows the programmer to access the massively parallel computational power of GPUs and define threads to be run on any CUDA-enabled GPU device.
In the CUDA programming model, threads are grouped into , , or thread blocks. These thread blocks are grouped to form a or grid. Threads in the same thread block can share a small amount (usually 16 KB) of fast on-chip memory. GPU engines are also equipped with off-chip memory, which, in the case of the NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2 card, comprises 1 GB. GPU engines typically have a few hundred simple cores, each capable of executing a single thread. Built-in variables store block and thread indexes, which are used by the thread to determine those elements of the input and/or output data on which it is to operate. Threads are handled automatically by the hardware, so that their generation and scheduling is extremely efficient. Thousands of threads can be generated/scheduled at the same in just a few clock cycles, diminishing the effect of memory latency since memory transfers and computation occur at the same time for different threads. For example, the execution of a thread that is about to perform a memory access will be suspended during the memory transfer, while another thread that already has data available for use will be selected for execution.
In the CUDA ML implementation, a -voxel detector is considered. Each event is represented by the output of 64 MAPMT anodes [27] . The contracting grid algorithm is extended to the case by considering a grid instead of the 4 4 grid described for the case above. Each event is assigned to a thread block. Each thread in the thread block loads one of the 64 MAPMT outputs for the current event. This datum is copied to the shared memory where it may be accessed by all other threads in the thread block. Each thread in the thread block computes one of the likelihood values of the grid according to (3) . Note that the fact that the number of MAPMT outputs (64) equals the number of grid points is a fortunate coincidence that allows for this efficient thread usage. The location in the grid at which the maximum likelihood value occurs is calculated and the grid contracted, as described above.
For comparison purposes, the contracting grid algorithm was also implemented on a conventional machine. The conventional implementation was run on a system equipped with an AMD Phenom 9850 processor (2.5 GHz clock frequency, 512 KB cache size), resulting in the processing of approximately 1000 events per second. The CUDA implementation was capable of processing approximately 246,000 events per second when all GPU cards in the system were used.
V. SUMMARY
An iterative search algorithm capable of operating in a multidimensional space and well-suited for hardware implementation was presented. The algorithm was developed to provide a fast means of determining the maximum-likelihood position estimate of an incident gamma ray upon the face of a scintillation camera. The algorithm may also prove useful in such applications as wavefront sensing, multi-dimensional position estimation, and pulse amplitude and timing. The algorithm was shown to have accuracy equal to or better than alternative search methods, to be applicable to complicated problems, and to easily extended to multiple dimensions. Also, the algorithm has been developed to allow for implementation in hardware, a feature lacking in other ML position estimation approaches. A general approach for the hardware implementation procedure in FPGAs was introduced and successful proof-of-principle trials were conducted in a small gate array. A version of the algorithm was successfully implemented in the Cell processor of a Sony PLAYSTATION 3, resulting in event processing capabilities exceeding one million events per second. A version of the algorithm was successfully implemented in a four-GPU system using CUDA, resulting in event processing capabilities of almost 250,000 events per second compared to 1000 events per second on a conventional computer system. The algorithm is currently in use on several imaging systems at the CGRI.
